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Funding Guide for SMEs

Introduction
Access to funding and the right kind of funding is
often a challenge for SMEs. Traditionally there has
been a heavy reliance on traditional bank finance
in Northern Ireland. Whilst this remains important
for many businesses, the last number of years has
seen the emergence of a wider range of funding
possibilities.
A frustration often expressed by SMEs is that there is no single
reference point to access the relevant information about the
various funding options. This guide, prepared by Carson McDowell
LLP in conjunction with Ulster University Business School SME
Centre, is an attempt to address that need. It provides a short
summary of the different types of funding together with a
signpost to where further information can be found. Different
funding structures will be appropriate for different businesses
depending on a range of factors, such as the sector in which they
operate, their business model and the size of their business.
The guide also contains a short case study for each of the
funding options highlighted.
Further information can be obtained from the SME Centre at
Ulster University Business School at www.ulster.ac.uk/uubs or
from Neasa Quigley or Richard Gray of Carson McDowell LLP at
www.carson-mcdowell.com Carson McDowell is Northern
Ireland’s largest independent law firm with more than 150 years’
experience of advising businesses of all types and sizes.
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Section 1
Debt Funding
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Debt Funding
1.1 Commercial Lending
While many alternative forms of funding for SMEs
have emerged, traditional loans provided by banks
remain a flexible source of finance.
•

•

The amount available to borrow varies greatly
depending on the size of the SME in question.
Turnover, value of assets and the availability of
guarantors will be key considerations and an in
depth analysis of your business plan will also be
carried out.
The rate and terms on which banks lend will
reflect their assessment of your business, the
amount being borrowed and the purpose of
the loan. Interest rates may be either fixed or
variable. Some loan repayments may be charged
with fixed rates for a period of time and become
variable thereafter. This is often negotiable with
your bank.

•

Loans may be unsecured but a bank will often
seek collateral to secure repayment. Interest
rates will tend to be lower with secured loans.
Home-owners should always recognise the risks
involved when declaring your home a security for
a bank loan.

•

A bank will typically seek to undertake a credit
assessment with your consent prior to approval
of the loan.

•

Repayment terms may be structured to suit
the cash-flow pattern of your business. Capital
repayment holidays may be available although
break costs may also be charged if you choose to
complete early repayment.

Case study:
Glens of Antrim Potatoes
Cushendall-based Glens of Antrim Potatoes has
invested £1.25m in a second factory and new
packaging machinery. Part of the investment
was funded by Danske Bank and a PMG Grant
Scheme from the Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development (DARD).
The company was established in 1972 by the
McKillop family. The firm is the largest employer
in the Glens area with 60+ employees and is
currently exporting its products across Great
Britain and Ireland to a large multi-national
client base. The latest expansion has the
potential to create up to five new jobs.

Signpost:

The four local banks (Bank of Ireland, Ulster Bank, First
Trust Bank and Danske Bank) each provide small business
loans and many branches will have a business advisor who
can guide you through the process of an application.
National and international banks such as Barclays, Lloyds
and Santander also offer dedicated small business loan
services.
You may also wish to consider contacting your local credit
union for information on smaller loans on a personal basis.
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1.2 Asset Based Finance
Asset Based Finance (ABF) allows businesses to raise
finances against the value of their assets.
•

This form of funding involves lending money
to a business against their property, plant,
machinery, stock, or sometimes even their brand
name.

•

This is a fast growing form of funding which
can enable a business to purchase or re-finance
capital equipment, spreading the cost over an
agreed period of time.

•

Asset finance is ideal for SMEs that are seeking
to invest in business growth.
It also has the benefit of flexibility, where the
finance available can expand as a firm’s order
book grows.

Case study:
BAK Bulk Services Limited
BAK Bulk Services Limited in Dundalk is a
family run business that specialises in storage,
product management and distribution services
throughout the UK and Ireland. Growth of the
business and a lack of bank support meant
cash-flow had become a concern. BAK has
two sister companies, both of which were
suitable for Invoice Finance. Keys Commercial
Finance included those businesses in its review
and was able to generate a further €100,000
to support working capital. With the facility
running smoothly it also provided an additional
€100,000 cash flow loan to support the
purchase of new equipment.

Signpost:
There are various routes to obtaining ABF. Your own bank
should be able to provide guidance. Be aware that banks
may choose to take some form of additional security
as well. You may also contact ABF specialists operating
in Northern Ireland such as Keys Commercial Finance
and Close Asset Finance. In some instances you may
find that the providers of large equipment or machinery
themselves will have lending options over the asset being
acquired.
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1.3 Debtor Finance
Debtor Finance products can help to alleviate the
cash-flow burden businesses face when waiting for
invoices to be paid by their customers.
•

The debtor balance is often the largest asset
in a business’s balance sheet. Debtor Finance
products help to improve the cash flow of
businesses and turn the value of debtors into
cash. It is particularly suitable for businesses
involved in direct sales with other businesses.

•

Products such as factoring and invoice
discounting involve lending that is secured
against a variety of corporate assets such as
invoices, stock and intellectual property.

•

A factor pays an agreed percentage of approved
debts as soon as debtors are notified. The
percentage paid varies but a rate of 80-85 per
cent is most common. Factors also provide
collection services and bad debt protection
at extra charges – usually expressed as a
percentage of turnover. Customers of the
business will pay the factor and will be on notice
of the arrangement.

•

Invoice discounting is the prepayment of cash
against approved company invoices. This is
suitable where a business already has sound
credit management but still has a need to
turn debtors to cash. Responsibility for sales
ledger operations remains with the business,
but immediate cash is available up to 80-90 per
cent of invoices. Normally the existence of the
arrangement is not disclosed to customers of
the business. The remainder is passed onto the
business when the customer pays.

•

There have been recent developments in the
area of online invoice trading platforms. This
is suitable mainly for businesses with large
amounts outstanding on invoices. This method
can help generate cash-flow when businesses are
awaiting the payment of large invoices.

•

Online invoice trading is beneficial because of
the speed at which funds can become available
and the fact that it does not tie businesses into
contracts. In the majority of cases there are no
debentures or personal guarantees.

Signpost:

As with asset based finance, you should contact your
bank to ascertain what services are available to your
business or contact those local specialists mentioned

earlier. The Asset Based Finance Association publishes
a list of members which provide factoring and invoice
discounting at:
www.abfa.org.uk/members/membersList.asp
For more information about the support Keys Commercial
Finance can offer, please visit www.keysfinance.co.uk

Case study:
Pure Invoice Finance McLoughlin Coachworks Limited
McLoughlin Coachworks, a coach repair business
based in Dungannon, is a company that is
largely funded by invoice discounting and which
handles its own admin and credit control. Having
struggled with debt turn, it has outsourced admin
and credit control and received a small cash flow
loan from Keys Commercial Finance to support
payroll and pressured creditors. The customer
was given breathing space to develop its business
properly and by matching the product offering
to the customer needs, the business was rescued,
restructured and is now being acquired by a local
corporate entity.

Case study:
Non Standard Invoice Finance T&A Kernoghan Limited
T&A Kernoghan leads on major design & build,
plumbing and heating jobs. It approached
Keys Commercial Finance for funding when,
with £86m of business in the pipeline, the
management team decided to sell the
company and its subsidiaries for succession
reasons. T&A Kernoghan were unable to secure
traditional debt finance. An Invoice Finance
facility of £650K was approved with a reduced
prepayment level of 40 per cent within 11
days of first meeting and drawn down shortly
thereafter. Since inception the business has
flourished and the initial line of £650K has
now increased to £1.3m. Keys is now about
to introduce a supply chain facility of £1m to
support buying of raw materials to underpin
£1m of pipeline contracts. This collaborative
approach has saved the business and secured
over 200 direct jobs and many more subcontractor jobs.
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1.4 Supply Chain Finance
A variation on the debtor finance theme, supply
chain finance aims to provide less expensive funding
to SMEs by allowing banks to supply funding to a
business on account of the credit quality of their
customers.
•

A bank is notified by a buyer that a particular
supplier’s invoice has been approved for
payment. This allows the bank to offer an
advance to the supplier, as it can be confident
the invoice will be paid due to the positive credit
rating of the buying customer.

•

This method allows businesses to receive 100
per cent of the value of their invoice, rather than
a reduced value typically applicable for SMEs
through traditional debtor finance products.

•

When the invoice becomes due, the lender
retrieves the full amount of the invoice.

•

This method also helps customers to have an
uninterrupted supply flow by providing liquidity
to their suppliers and mitigating the risk involved
in open account sales.

Case study:
Smyth & Gibson Shirtmakers
Smyth & Gibson Shirtmakers have made luxury
hand-made shirts in Northern Ireland for more
than two decades for brands like Thomas Pink,
Brown Thomas, Louis Vuitton and Fred Perry.
With the company experiencing strong growth,
it restructured and brought in new investors who
formed a joint venture to buy out a number of
shareholders to prepare it for further growth. The
business needed solid working capital support to
achieve its growth plans and approached Keys
Commercial Finance for a funding package that
includes invoice finance, supply chain funding and
trade finance elements. This ‘end to end’ funding
facility has transformed Smyth & Gibson, enabled
job creation and further cemented their position
as a global player.

Signpost:

Supply chain finance services are typically offered by
major international banks such as Barclays, HSBC,
Santander and Citi, as well as non-bank lenders, such as
Keys Commercial Finance.
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Trade Finance

1.5 Trade Finance
This method of funding is used when access to
finance is required by businesses to help them
manage the trade cycle funding gap. This is
particularly relevant to businesses involved in
exporting to overseas markets as a means of risk
mitigation.
•

When buying from overseas, an importer would
choose to reduce the risk attached to paying up
front by asking the exporter to document that
the goods in question have been shipped.

•

The exporter often encounters the problem that
they do not get paid for the goods until they
arrive. In the case of exporting by ship, this may
result in a delay of several months before the
business receives payment.

•

The bank of the importer would produce a letter
of credit or bond for the exporter or their bank,
providing for payment upon presentation of a
document such as a bill of lading, which proves
the shipment has been made. These documents
are internationally recognised.

•

The exporter’s bank could then make a loan to
the exporter on the basis of the export contract.

•

Trade finance carries a lower risk because it is
backed up by a contract and is typically a shortterm arrangement. This makes it an increasingly
attractive alternative for businesses that
previously relied on alternative working capital
arrangements to fund export growth.

Signpost:

Trade finance has become an increasingly popular form
of lending for banks. You should ask your bank to provide
information on the trade finance options open to your
business.

Case study:
Paradox Omega Oils Limited
Paradox Omega Oils Limited is a Belfast-based
company which has enjoyed considerable
export success with its unique blend of omega
3 fish oil products. The company has accessed
trade finance support from Danske Bank to
give it the means to expand into a number of
new markets. After growing in Northern Ireland
and across the UK, it is now exporting to the
Middle East, Far East and Africa. Danske’s trade
finance team have worked with Paradox to help
it minimise trade risk and deal with issues it
faces in exporting, such as payment guarantees
and understanding different regulatory
environments.

Case study:
Bubble Bum
Bubble Bum, a business which produces
children’s car seats, required a trade finance
facility after securing a $2m contract with
Walmart. The company’s bank did not want
to fund their need to buy more products from
China, unless Bubble Bum pledged security to
that value to underpin the risk. Ultimately the
Purchase Order from Walmart was funded by
revolving trade finance on an end to end basis,
with Bubble Bum enjoying the mark up as profit
retention after costs. Trade finance provided by
Keys Commercial Finance worked perfectly for
this relatively young business which was striving
to achieve a big order but then found they were
unable to fund it via traditional means.
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1.6 Mezzanine Funding
This method of finance is debt based but can in
some cases be converted into an equity stake if the
performance of a business is poorer than expected.
•

Mezzanine finance ranks in priority behind senior
unsubordinated debt (typically bank debt) but
ahead of trade creditors or equity. It generally
carries a higher rate of interest.

•

This method is usually considered when a major
growth, diversification or market opportunity
must be exploited and cannot be rescheduled
until senior debt is available.

•

It is often secured and sometimes convertible
into equity of the borrower.

•

Mezzanine loans often benefit from equity or
‘share warrants’ which give the holder the right
to subscribe for shares at a stipulated price if the
loan is not repaid on time or in full.

Signpost:

Enterprise Northern Ireland Start Up Loans
Enterprise Northern Ireland delivers loans for the Start
Up Loan Company in Northern Ireland (SULCO). These are
loans for businesses trading for less than 1 year. The loans
are available for amounts up to £10,000 and are repayable
between one and five years. Interest rates are fixed at 6
per cent and there are up to 15 hours mentoring support
available in the 12 month period following disbursement
of the loan.
www.eniloans.com/about/the-loan
NI Small Business Loan Fund
Invest NI has appointed Ulster Community Investment
to manage and deliver the NI Small Business Loan
Fund. These are loans to individuals, private companies
and social enterprises in the micro enterprise and SME
size range, within the start-up and growth phases of
development. In order to be eligible, businesses must
show evidence of private sector funding refusal.
There is a maximum available loan of £15,000 to startup enterprises with follow on lending of up to £50,000.
Existing businesses may apply for funding up to £50,000.
Interest rates range from 6-10 per cent and mentoring
support is available where loans of less than £15,000 are
availed of. www.nisblf.com/about

demonstrate sales and profitability growth, or strong
growth potential. Loans are typically between £50,000
and £500,000 over a maximum period of five years.
Eligible businesses must be an SME based in Northern
Ireland and must be in the manufacturing, engineering or
tradable services sectors with export potential.
Applicants must demonstrate an identified funding gap
in a proposed investment. They must have tried and
been unable to raise all required funding from banks/
financial institutions. Applicants cannot operate in the
excluded sectors, such as coal mining, steel making and
shipbuilding, as defined by the EU Risk Capital guidelines
or be a company in an insolvency process. They must
be able to demonstrate loan repayment ability from
projected cash-flows.
Pricing will depend on risk assessment of each company
but current expectations are of interest rates of between
6-14 per cent (including cost of funds), plus an additional
small profit share arrangement (paid annually based on
net profits).

Case study:
Clarehill Plastics Limited
Clarehill Plastics Limited, a manufacturing
company based in Moira, secured a £750,000
mezzanine loan from the Growth Loan Fund,
which it can use to grow its market share and
invest in research and development to diversify
its product offering. Clarehill Plastics Ltd was
founded in 1981 has been manufacturing and
supplying tanks under the Harlequin brand for
over 30 years from its manufacturing base in
Co. Armagh, and now employs 76 staff. The
company has stated that the loan will enable
them to improve their distribution network
and consider new opportunities in export and
product markets where they do not yet have a
foothold, as well as recruiting more staff.

Growth Loan Fund
Invest NI has supported the establishment of the Growth
Loan Fund which is managed by Whiterock Capital
Partners. This is a £50m loan fund for SMEs that can
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Section 2
Equity Funding
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Equity Funding
2.1 Business Angels
Business angels are private funders who invest their
personal capital directly into businesses in return for
an equity stake and possibly a seat on the business’s
board of directors.
•

Angel investing is probably the most popular
source of investment for start-up and early stage
businesses seeking equity to grow their business.

•

Angel investors may be individual investors
or they may choose to pool their finance and
knowledge by investing as a syndicate with
others.

•

Many investors will desire a “hands-on” role
within the business which may involve an
advisory role, a non-executive directorship or an
executive role.

•

Some businesses locate angel investors through
informal contacts however the UK Business
Angels Association carries a list of members on
its website. Businesses can use this to find an
investor, basing their search on amount of capital
required and geographic location.

Case study:
Taggled
Taggled, a relatively young Northern Ireland
startup whose technology enables vloggers to
tag products, music, locations and even people
within video, completed its initial seed funding
round last year when it secured £300,000
in growth capital. Taggled, which is based in
Belfast’s Northern Ireland Science Park and has
a core team of five staff, is using the investment
for product and business development. The
funding was provided by a consortium of
investors through Halo, the NI Science Park
based angel network for high net worth private
investors.

Signpost:

Halo is the Northern Ireland business angel network, a
joint initiative between Invest NI and InterTradeIreland.
Although run from within the Northern Ireland Science
Park, Halo is open to all NI companies except those
in property or straight retail. It aims to provide a
matching service between companies seeking investors
and business angels. Halo will consider start-ups and
established businesses, both technical and non-technical
companies. The network has secured investment of £9m
in NI companies since 2009.
www.nisp.co.uk/halo
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2.2 Venture Capital
Venture Capital (VC) is finance provided at the early
stage of a business’s development in return for an
equity stake in higher risk but potentially high growth
businesses.
•

•

This form of funding is provided by venture
capital firms which specialise in developing
portfolios of higher risk companies. In Northern
Ireland it is also provided by a number of funds
supported by Invest NI, however Irish, GB
and US venture capital funds have also made
investments here.
Venture capitalists often invest their capital
in companies with high growth potential
(such as companies in the technology sector)
and use their expertise to assist the strategic
development of the business. Unlike angels, they
are less likely to be involved in the day-to-day
operations.

•

A typical VC investment will be £250,000 or over.

•

Venture capitalists will often reshape the
corporate governance of a business, and oversee
the appointment of executives and senior
staff and assist with additional fundraising and
refinancing arrangements.

•

Venture capitalists seek to generate returns by
investing in the early stages of business growth
and make large returns when the company is
sold.

•

Most funds have a 5-7 year exit plan and expect
a sale of the business within that period of
investment.

Signpost:

Kernel Capital and Crescent Capital
There are two local venture capital funds managed by
Kernel Capital and Crescent Capital, which have been set
up to help SMEs accelerate their business growth. The
two funds ‘Crescent III’ and ‘Bank of Ireland Kernel Capital
Growth Fund (NI)’ are supported by Invest NI. The typical
investment range for each fund is £450,000-£1.2m in any
single investment round, with up to £3m per company
over all rounds.
The ‘Crescent III’ fund is the third of its kind and follows on
from two previously successful funds. It will continue to
work alongside private investors to meet the gap in access
to finance in the local venture capital market.
www.crescentcapital.co.uk

In 2013 Kernel Capital established its first partnership
with Invest NI following the creation of its Capital Growth
Fund. The fund has £25m allocated specifically for
Northern Ireland businesses and is geared towards export
focused businesses across the full spectrum of growth or
development.
www.kernel-capital.com
Clarendon Fund Managers Limited
The £10m Viridian Growth Fund combines corporate
investor support with financial assistance from DETI and
the EU’s European Investment Bank. The fund can provide
investment of £50,000 to £250,000 to businesses based
in Northern Ireland. Most sectors can receive support,
however manufacturing and tradable services are
particularly welcome applicants.
The fund seeks to invest in well managed, growth
orientated businesses, capable of generating sustained
growth in profit and cash-flow. The fund manager will
work closely with the business management team to
achieve growth and seek to realise the investment within
5-7 years.
Clarendon also manages the £3m Nitech Growth Fund
established by Invest NI to finance the commercialisation
of technology within start-ups or existing businesses. The
fund is aimed at the creation and expansion of researchled, market orientated businesses. Staged investments
range between £20,000 and £200,000 with a maximum
of £250,000 available. Investment will be made alongside
other sources of funding and will complement existing
public sector grants and other venture capital funds in
providing early stage funding. The fund is available to
start-ups, existing small and medium sized businesses
and individual researchers, research teams and university
departments within Northern Ireland.
www.clarendon-fm.co.uk
Co-Fund NI
Invest NI appointed Clarendon Fund Managers Limited
to manage Co-Fund NI. The fund aims to ensure that
businesses with growth potential can access equity
finance. Companies must have tried and been unable to
raise all required funding from private sources. The fund
totals £28m which will be made available for investment
alongside private investors into eligible SMEs. The fund
may then make follow-on investments alongside private
investors in companies already within its portfolio.
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The fund expects to invest in rounds of between £150,000
and £1,000,000 and potential investee companies must
be classed as SMEs under the European Commission
definition - headcount not exceeding 250, turnover not
exceeding €50m and balance sheet assets not exceeding
€43m. They must be based in Northern Ireland. Although
it is anticipated that a higher proportion of beneficiaries
may be earlier stage, high growth companies, SMEs at
any stage of their lifecycle are eligible provided that they
have the required minimum level of investment from a
private investor.
www.cofundni.com/about-us.aspx
Techstart NI
Pentech Ventures LLP manages a £29m collection of
funds for start-ups and early stage businesses. It aims to
provide support to entrepreneurs, seed and early stage
SMEs as well as university spin-outs. Its main composite
is a £13m equity fund, investing in the range of £50,000
to £250,000. The total investment may be higher with
further support from private investors. There are also
two NI University Seed Funds of £1.5m each, which
provide capital to university spin-outs with the same
investment range as the equity funding. The remainder of
the available support is a £7.6m Proof of Concept Grant
Fund which provides grants of up to £40,000 to help
commercialise technology innovation; and an Investment
Awareness Programme which provides support for
entrepreneurs.
www.techstartni.com
The British Venture Capital Association carries a
membership list on its website which can be accessed via
subscription.

Case study:
Techstart NI - Brewbot
Brewbot, based in Belfast, is seeking to grow the
craft brewing industry by making its Brewbot
and companion app available to restaurateurs,
enthusiast brewers and consumers. The company
has received a £156,000 investment from
Techstart NI to help it achieve its vision to become
the world’s largest distributed brewery. A number
of the early investors behind Maker Bot, Uber and
Fitbit have also co-invested alongside Techstart
NI to seed the business. Brewbot started out
by raising £114,000 on crowdfunding platform
Kickstarter.

Case study:
Co-Fund NI – Titan IC Systems
A technology spin-out from Queen’s University
Belfast, Titan IC Systems this year completed
an £850,000 investment round which will help
drive international sales. The company secured
funding from Belfast-based investors Techstart
NI and Co-Fund NI, which is managed by
Clarendon Fund Managers Limited. Based at the
Innovation Centre in Belfast’s Titanic Quarter,
the company provides cybersecurity systems
and recently opened an office in Silicon Valley.
Godfrey Gaston, chief executive of Titan IC,
said the investment will allow for an increase in
product development and heralded an exciting
time in the company’s growth, especially in the
target market of the US.
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Case study:
Kernel Capital - Cirdan Imaging
Limited
Kernel Capital, through the Bank of Ireland
Kernel Capital Growth Fund, has made a
significant investment in Cirdan Imaging
Limited. Headquartered in Lisburn, Cirdan
Imaging designs, manufactures and distributes
novel medical diagnostic solutions. The
company exports globally and has offices in
Canada and Australia. The firm has also been
supported by Invest NI, Co-Fund NI and QUBIS,
the Queen’s University spin-out vehicle. Kernel
said it had invested in Cirdan because it was
a high growth, export focused company and
the investment would be used by Cirdan to
scale the company, increase exports and create
further employment in Northern Ireland.

Case study:
Crescent Capital – Analytics Engines
Analytics Engines, a Belfast-based company
that specialises in accelerating applications for
databases and Big Data, recently closed the
final part of a funding round of more than £1m.
Analytics Engines’ products are designed to offer
significant benefits to companies that need
to run faster, more accurate analytics on large
volumes of data –such as those in the finance,
genomics, utilities and database sectors. Led
by venture capital fund Crescent Capital, the
£1m+ investment will be used to speed up
productisation and exploitation of IP, diversify
current offerings into new sectors, support the
product development road map and expand the
company’s global footprint.
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2.3 Corporate Venturing

2.4 Business Growth Fund

Direct corporate venturing is when one company
takes a direct minority stake in another unquoted
company such as an SME. Indirect corporate
venturing is when a company invests in private
equity funds managed by an independent private
equity firm.

Business Growth Fund (BGF) is an investment firm
which aims to provide growth capital for ambitious
entrepreneurs running growing businesses.

•

This method can involve a simple financial
investment where a large company invests in a
smaller one. This can also be achieved through
a separate fund, set up specifically to invest in
start-up companies in the same manner in which
a traditional venture capital firm would do.

•

Investments can also be made indirectly through
other venture capital funds or trusts.

•

Some firms will offer a strategic alliance or
support to smaller companies, helping them to
develop products or services that will generate
income or cost savings for both parties.

•

Corporate venture investors tend to raise their
funds from their parent organisations as well as
from external sources.

•

BGF is the most active growth capital investor
for smaller and mid-sized UK companies, having
been established in 2010 with the financial
backing of five major banks. However, it is less
active in Northern Ireland than in the rest of the
UK.

•

It typically invests between £2-10m for a
minority equity stake and a seat on the
business’s board. BGF invests from its own
balance sheet and can offer long-term funding of
up to 10 years. It can also provide further funding
as companies continue to grow.

•

BGF invests in all business sectors with the
exception of regulated financial services and
property development. It typically invests in
businesses with a turnover of at least £5m.

•

BGF claims to have a broader remit than usual
funders, investing between £2m and £10m for
as much as 40 per cent or as little as 10 per cent
stake in a business. This means that the range
of valuations for companies which BGF would
consider investing in goes from £4/5m to £100m.

•

Areas of particular interest for investment
are high-tech manufacturing, software and
electronics, leisure and tourism, retail, renewable
energy and cleantech, healthcare and life
sciences, industrial and business services,
outsourcing, and digital businesses.

Signpost:

This method of funding tends be more ‘ad-hoc’ and
made as a strategic investment by a company. Many
investments materialise from within the existing
customer or supplier base of a business. You should speak
to a corporate financial adviser in the first instance to find
options which may be suitable for your business.

Signpost:

The BGF office that oversees Northern Ireland
investments operates out of its Manchester office. You
can submit an investment query via the website or call
03452668861.
www.businessgrowthfund.co.uk/contact
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Case study:
Stevenswood
One of Scotland’s largest manufacturers
of PVC and aluminium windows, doors and
conservatories – Stevenswood – is expanding
its production capacity and network of trade
counters across the country thanks to a £3.5m
investment of growth capital from BGF in
January 2015. The £11m turnover business,
which manufactures more than 1,000 windows
and doors per week, currently sells its bespoke
manufactured products through its trade
counters in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
Kilmarnock, Dundee and at its headquarters in
Livingston. The £3.5m investment from BGF will
see Stevenswood open additional trade counters
across Scotland, as well as expanding its kitchen
operations to meet the growing demand for its
quality products.
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2.5 Private Equity
Private equity is a form of investment which aims to
provide long-term, committed share capital to help
businesses grow.
•

Private equity is invested in exchange for shares
in the business and therefore, the investors’
returns are dependent on the growth and
profitability of your business.

•

Private equity differs from raising funds from
traditional bank lending. Unlike bank finance
where lenders have a legal right to interest on a
loan and repayment of the capital, irrespective
of the success or failure of the business, private
equity is typically higher risk with no guaranteed
repayment terms.

•

This is a long-established method of fundraising
originating in the late 18th century, when
entrepreneurs sought wealthy individuals to back
their projects on an ad hoc basis.

•

Businesses backed by private equity investing
often grow faster, though businesses with lower
growth prospects are unlikely to interest private
equity investors.

•

Independent funds are the pre-dominant type of
PE fund which sees capital supplied by numerous
third parties and no controlling shareholder.
This contrasts with a Captive Fund which has
a major shareholding that contributes most of
the capital. This may be another company or
subsidiary of a financial institution.

•

Semi-Captive Funds see a mixture of one major
shareholder but numerous additional minority
shareholders.

•

There are over 250 active UK private equity firms,
which provide several billions of pounds each
year to unquoted companies.

Case study:
ConveyorTek
Broadlake Capital has invested in ConveyorTek,
a fast growing Northern Ireland manufacturer
of complex conveyor systems, to fund its
international growth. It was Broadlake’s fifth
investment into a growing SME in the island
of Ireland and the second Northern Ireland
headquartered business it has backed after the
international self-tan and skincare brand Vita
Liberata in 2012. ConveyorTek was founded in
2009 by Philip Trimble, John McCall and Martin
Buchanan and has a head office in Ballinderry.
It designs, manufactures and services conveyor
systems and metal separation systems for
the bulk handling, recycling and parcel sorting
sectors. ConveyorTek is growing at over 50 per
cent per annum and has a blue chip customer
base across a dozen European and Asian Markets.
The funds will be used to invest in doubling the
workforce, establish a new innovation centre
and manufacturing facility and to extend the its
international sales operation.

Signpost:

Private equity funds that have a recent record of investing
in Northern Irish SMEs include MML Growth Capital
Partners Ireland and Broadlake Capital. MML contributes
between €2m and €12m in each of its investments, while
Broadlake contributes between €1m and €10m.
www.mmlcapital.ie
http://broadlake.ie
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Section 3
Combined and
Alternate Funding
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Combined and Alternate Funding
3.1 Peer-to-peer & Crowd Funding
Peer-to-peer and crowd-funding methods allow
investors to lend to SMEs for a specific project.
•

This method has the benefit of providing access
to a short term loan without going through a
bank. It results in a quicker process with a shorter
timespan until the finance is drawn down.

•

This product works in a similar way to the ‘invoice
trading’ platforms, with businesses needing
finance on one side, and investors who lend
money on the other. The finance provider simply
establishes a website and credit-checking service
that connects the two communities.

•

Peer-to-peer platforms allow investors to make a
financial return based on the level of interest the
borrower pays.

•

Crowd-funding usually refers to equity finance,
raised online from a pool of investors.

•

There are different formats such as ‘reward
based crowd-funding’, which enables investors to
receive a non-monetary return such as a finished
product. Alternatively, ‘investment crowdfunding’ ultimately gives monetary rewards, such
as an equity stake in the growing business.

•

Peer-to-peer lending is suitable for businesses
that have been trading for at least two years.
However, this may vary depending on which
platform you use.

•

Providers that offer this type of finance normally
conduct investigations into the businesses
applying and choose the most promising looking
business plans to feature on their platform.
Investors then have an opportunity to invest for
a small chunk of equity, and they diversify their
risk by investing in a range of businesses at the
same time.

Co Funder is a peer-to-peer lending system aimed at
growth based businesses over two years old that are
seeking to expand and create jobs. Businesses can raise
from £5,000 to £100,000 from crowd-funding backers, as
long as they have the required credit score and supply a
directors guarantee.
www.cofunder.co.uk/what-is-crowdfunding.html

Case study:
See.Sense
Newtownards-based See.Sense has won
awards for its innovative bike light, which
responds to the road and flashes brighter and
faster to improve visibility. They smashed their
fundraising target of £12,000 on Kickstarter,
raising almost £34,000 towards the product.
According to Philip McAleese, of See.Sense, the
advantages of receiving funding ‘through the
crowd’ have been key to getting the firm up
and running quickly. Mr McAleese said he used
the £33,000 it received as a stepping stone to
get the product on the market, before seeking
additional funding.

Signpost:

SeedUps is a crowd-funding platform aimed at start-up
businesses in the tech sector. After a six month listing
period where due diligence can be conducted by potential
investors, investors can compete to make bids. The more
interest in the start-up, the less equity will be given away
to investors.
www.seedups.co.uk
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3.2 Pension-led Funding
Pension-led funding allows SME owners to invest
capital into their business using their own pension
funds.
•

This method allows business owners to use
money from their personal accumulated
pensions as a source of funding. It is open for
use to business owners with funds in excess of
£50,000.

•

It has the benefit of providing funding without
having to give a personal guarantee or a letter.

•

The business’s accounts, plans and pension
structure are first assessed by a pensions
specialist. Once satisfied the business has sound
financial foundations, a unique pension scheme
will be set up and the individual pension funds of
the owners will be transferred into it. It is possible
that the business’s Intellectual Property may be
valued separately and used as an asset to secure
the funding.

•

The funds are made available from existing
pensions with MHRC and FCA regulations.
Funding is repaid via loan payments either over
a fixed term (eg 5 years) or lease payments at
a commercial rate as agreed by the relevant
trustees.

Signpost:

Details on how the scheme works are available at
www.pensionledfunding.com/faqs
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